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PROJECT III 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION AND TECHNOLOGY 
Situation - Priority problems or educational needs and recommendations 
for program direction. 
State specialists and groups of state specialists representing their depart-
ments or area of concern developed situation statements and program recom-
mendations in November 1969 for their disciplines by supervisory districts. 
County Extension staff members also prepared situation statements and pro-
gram recommendations in November 1969 for their county. The county summaries 
were presented to the Project III specialist staff and department heads by 
the district supervisors at an all day meeting on December 22, 1969. 
The situation statements and program recommendations by the county Extension 
staff will be reflected in the programs of work for 1970-71 being developed 
by the state specialists staff. 
The attached situation statements and program recommendations by the Project 
III specialist staff should be helpful to county Extension staff members 
in developing their 1970-71 county plans of work. 
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AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS - FARM MANAGEMENT 
Northwest District 
This area of the state comprises strikingly different ranges of available 
resources. The Red River Valley is an area of rich grain, sugar beet, and 
potato producing soils while the eastern section is·largely a forage pro-
ducing area with some potential in forage seed and other specialty crop 
production. 
As Valley farms continue to grow in size, important questions are raised 
relative to capital-labor substitution, business organization, and mar-
keting. 
The eastern area is basically one of declining dairy operations and in-
creasing beef production. In many cases, these units are larger than 
their counterparts in northeast Minnesota but forage labor requirements 
limit the size of beef operations. Severe winters and long distance from 
markets add to the problem. Low income and this adjustment of enterprise, 
size, and people are common. 
Priority Problems or Educational Needs 
For the Valley area major problems center around those typical of big 
farmers; namely, financial planning, choice of business organization, eval-
uation of contracts and estate planning. Another set of problems are those 
related to crop selection and marketing, machinery systems, and labor relations. 
For the eastern area, major areas of concern are both the financial and pro-
duction sides of larger scale beef operations as well as economics of forage 
production and harvest systems. 
Recommendations for Programs and Methods 
Valley Area 
For: 
Young farmers 
Top farmers 
All farmers 
Eastern Area 
For: 
Young farmers 
Beef Producers 
Dairy Producers 
Program 
Beginning Farm Management 
Advanced Farm Management 
Business Organization 
Outlook 
Legal Affairs 
Interdisciplinary - Crops 
Program 
Beginning Farm Management 
Interdisciplinary - Beef School 
Outlook and marketing 
Economics of Forage Systems 
Interdisciplinary - Dairy 
Situation 
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Situation - Program Recommendations -- STATE STAFF 
Agricultural Engineering - Buildings and Equipment 
Northwest District 
Concepts of livestock housing are changing rapidly. Older farm buildings 
in many instances do not meet present needs. Changes in farm building design 
are evolving from the need for larger operating units, greater labor efficiency 
and economy in construction. Acceptance of the fact that buildings must be de-
signed to provide suitable environmental conditions for the animals housed is 
beginning to be recognized. 
In general, farmers are slow in adopting new building ideas. This sterns 
from a natural desire to make use of present buildings and also from lack of 
working capital to make changes. Many have not gone through the management 
process that would clearly indicate the direction to move in making changes. 
This situation is further complicated by the fact that contractors and dealers, 
who have the most direct contact with the farmers, have not always kept up ~-lith 
modern developments. 
The Extension Engineers will need to become incr.easingly concerned ~..rith 
wholesaling information and knowledge through commercial concerns and profes--
sional people who work with producers. Particular efforts should be expended 
with dealers and manufacturers of farm buildings and equipment, farm managers. 
technical school personnel and agricultural instructors. 
Northwest District 
The Northwest District could be divided into two areas as far as type 
of livestock buildinp,s needed. The north half is concerned with beef while 
the south half is concerned with dairy and feeder pigs. 
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Northwest District 
Beef Enterprises 
Beef producers are looking down the road to' the time they might be 
handling 500 to 1,500 head or more. 
Our main concern now is that any present building construction will fit 
into the overall plan for the future. At least what the producer now does 
won't be in the way for future expansion. To encourage this, we suggest new 
sites instead of old confined yards. 
The present trends of types of construction are in a state of flux. 
The old free choice housing with outside feeding is still very popular. 
Cold, open, slatted floor housing with liquid manure handling or good size 
mounds with no housing are starting to be discussed by many producers. 
Beef cow herds are becoming more numerous in this area. Some sort of 
shelter is needed for the cow herd but very little equipment is probably 
needed other than a hay stack mover. 
Swine Enterprises 
The predominant swine enterprise is feeder pigs. A good warm farrowing 
house that is well insulated and ventilated is one of the requirements. 
Partial slatted floors and liquid manure pits are showing up in a few areas. 
Dairy Enterprises 
Some dairymen with small herds and little or no potential for expansion 
because of limited capital are producing milk in cans and are "holding on" 
until retirement. Educational programs are likely to have little impact on 
this group. 
The general trend is to increase the size of the dairy unit. Operators 
severely limited by lack of capital are expanding using minimum housing and 
milking facilities, often with the old barn as a basic unit for milking in 
combination with cold outside housing. Operators who are somewhat more 
favorably situated economically may build a·modern milking parlor in com-
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Northwest District 
bination with cold housing for the animals. 
Dairymen who have sizeable herds of good to excellent production may 
build completely new facilities. Of current interest is slat floor free 
stall housing because of reduced labor requirements in manure handling 
and the provision for several months manure storage. The cost of these 
units is high. 
Stall barns represent a high percentage of new construction for 
small to moderate size dairy operations. This will continue. 
The control of pollution from livestock wastes must be considered 
in all expansion programs. At present guidelines in this area are minimal 
but implementation of stricter regulations seems imminent. 
Program Direction or Hethods_ 
Demonstration Layouts. When dealing with various building enterprises 
that may cost up to $75,000 we ~..rould like to discuss the layout at the con-
struction site with the producer, county agent and any contractor or dealer 
who may participate at a later date in the actual construction. 
We feel that this type of activity will spread more good building prac-
tices than any other method we may employ. 
Professional Improvement Schools 
Since we are concerned ~lith wholesaling information and knowledge through 
commercial concerns and professional people ~..rho work with producers, we would 
like to encourage supervisors to push this type of educational activity. 
_Intensified Schools, County Heetings or Tours 
Each one of these activities has its place in the educational scheme. 
The method selected ~.,rill depend on type of livestock enterprise, the clientele 
we hope to reach and the objectives we wish to accomplish. 
Submitted by 
D. w. Bates 
D. H. Ryan 
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Situation - Program Recommendations -- STATE STAFF 
Agricultural Engineering: Irrigation, Water and Sewage Systems 
Northwest District 
Situation 
In Becker, Otter Tail, Wadena, and Todd Counties there is consider-
able interest and activity in irrigation. Groundwater surveys have been 
conducted by the U. S. Geological Survey to determine the extent of the 
underground water resources. The soil in these counties is generally light 
and droughty and responds well to irrigation. There is a great deal of 
local interest in sprinkler irrigation and in many cases irrigation has 
already contributed positively to the economic thinking and climate in the 
area. 
In the southern half of the Northwest District, water supply does not 
generally appear to be a problem. In many cases, however, the water for 
domestic uses is taken from rather shallow aquifers. With increased den-
sity of livestock and increased fertility practices, consideration should 
be given to the possible pollution of this shallow aquifer. 
In the northern half of this district there is some interest in 
sprinkler irrigation in local areas. However, the amount of these areas 
is not extensive and in general irrigation is not a practice which will 
need any extensive educational effort. This is largely due to the heavy 
soil and to the lack of available groundwater. 
Priority Problems or Educational Needs 
The southern half of this district has a priority need in educational 
information on irrigation equipment and practices. In the northern half 
of this district it appears that the priority need is on water supply and 
water conditioning. In some areas, evidently the property owners have 
been hauling water for many years and for considerable distances. Infor-
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Northwest District 
mation on rural water districts should be presented to this clientele. 
Recommendations for Program Direction or Methods· 
Irrigation information should be presented by county meetings and 
the material should be selected for the experience level of the irrigator. 
Publications at the state level are needed, some of which are in process, 
and others are proposed. The educational effort in irrigation is the 
primary responsibility of the Area Extension Irrigation Engineer, Fred 
Bergsrud, who is located at Staples. In addition to local meetings, an 
important part of his program is consultations with individual farmers and 
advising them on equipment and irrigation practices. 
Information on water quality, water conditioning, and domestic sewage 
disposal systems should be presented at local meetings as the demand arises. 
The water testing program of the Minnesota Department of Health should be 
explained at these meetings. 
The installation and operation of domestic sewage systems is explained 
in detail in Bulletin No. 304 "Town and Country Sewage Systems" which is 
reprinted and available for distribution. 
Submi::::rb~. Ma~ ~- /lla~ 
Extension Agricultural Engineer 
Situation 
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Situation - Program Recommendations -- STATE STAFF 
Agricultural Engineering (Materials Handling) 
Northwest District 
A major portion of the Northwest District contains heavy concentrations 
of small grain production. The generally accepted harvesting procedure for 
small grains in the Red River Valley is to have enough combine capacity to 
harvest the grain after it has reached a safe storage moisture content in 
the field. It may be possible to harvest these small grains at a moisture 
content considerably above that required for safe storage and therefore re-
duce the weather risks involved in leaving the grain in the field for a lon-
ger period of time. There will be years, such as 1968, when the weather is 
such that the moisture content will not reach safe storage levels in the 
field. However, if the grain is to be thrashed at a moisture content higher 
than that at which it can be stored, it must be artificially dried to safe 
storage moisture content. If this were done it would require a more sophis-
ticated handling and storage system than is generally utilized in the small 
grain area. 
There are strong indications that potato production in the Red River 
Valley will increase drastically in the next few years. It is thought this 
major increase in production will come about in the processed potato area. 
If this does occur, there will be a need for drastically increased storage 
facilities in the potato producing areas. There appears to be a heavy de-
mand for storage facilities that will provide closer control over environ-
mental conditions for processing potatoes as well as to increase the storage 
period of potatoes to include the spring and summer months. 
With increased irrigation in the southern part of the Northwest District 
there may be increased corn production. If this occurs, there will be a need 
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Northwest District 
for educational programs on the harvesting, processing, handling, drying 
and storage of corn. These programs would then naturally follow those that 
were developed for other corn producing areas of the state. 
Priority Problems or Educational Needs 
The two educational needs for this area in the subjects discussed above 
are: 1) Programs and materials on practices involved in harvesting, pro-
cessing, handling, and storing small grain crops. 2) Programs and materials 
on the desien and construction of controlled environment potato storages. 
Recommendations for Program Direction or Methods 
The following method would be used in providing these educational 
needs: Professional improvement workshops for county extension staff, 
vocational agricultural instructors and other profe9sional workers in the 
agricultural field. 
Submitted by 
Harold A. Cloud 
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Situation - Program Recommendations -- STATE STAFF 
Agricultural Engineering - ~achinery 
Northwest District 
Situation 
The relative low-return-per-acre of small grain crops, even with 
large acreages, requires efficient selection and use of machinery to 
make efficient use of labor and machinery dollar inputs. The small 
grain farmer must operate at high capacity with a limited labor supply, 
and faces periods of work-load peaks at harvest and plowing time. Sum-
mer-fallow practices seem to require excessive tillage operations and 
expose the soil to wind erosion unnecessarily. 
Educational Needs 
Farmers and county agents need information on tractor and machinery 
selection to make efficient use of the large units now available. We 
all need information on how stubble mulch practices can be used to 
manage water supplies, control erosion, and reduce the machine operation 
on summer-fallow acreage. 
Program Direction 
A series of machinery selection programs is scheduled for this 
winter. This is a new program and can be continued for a couple of 
years. Conservation practices on fallow ~round should be encouraged 
on Experiment Stations and with cooperative farmers to gather data 
and promote their use. 
Submitted by 
John A. True 
Situation 
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Situation - Program Recommendations 
Agronomy Department 
Northwest District 
In the northwest crop reporting district (roughly equivalent to 
the northwest extension district), the acreage (331,550) devoted to 
wheat, oats, barley, corn, soybeans, flax, rye and hay accounted for 
about 55% of the land in farms of the district in 1967-68. Of the 
acreage devoted to these crops, about 70% is accounted for by wheat, 
oats and barley, another 20% by hay, 3% each by corn and flax and 4% 
by soybeans. 
During the last 10 years in the northwest district, wheat acreage 
has increased 33% while barley acreage has decreased about 7%. Oat 
acreage has remained about the same. Wheat and oat yields per acre 
have increased about 15% during the last 10 years while barley yields 
have increased 32%. Small grains (wheat, barley and oats) should 
continue to be the leading crops for the northwest area of the state. 
In 1967-68, there were about 77,000 acres of sunflowers grown in 
the state. About 87% of the growers were in the northwest crop 
reporting district. 
The combined value of flax, sunflowers, annual canarygrass, millet, 
buckwheat, rape, mustard, dry beans and wild rice in Minnesota in 1968 
was $17,600,000 which was about 1.8% of the total field crop value. 
The two most important in 1968 were flax with a value of $14,127,000 
of which the northwest district contributed about 40% and sunflowers 
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with a value of $2,894,000 of which the northwest district contributed 
about 90%. Flax acreage has decreased about 45% ~uring the last 10 
years, however, yield has increased 36%. The demand for linseed oil 
for paints has decreased considerably in the past few years. Increased 
use as an antispalling compound for concrete surfaces could increase 
the demand for linseed oil. Sunflower seed grown for birdseed, nutmeats 
and candies should increase slowly in the future while the amount of 
sunflowers grown for oil will depend upon the price of the sunflower 
oil. 
Forage crop production (hay, pasture and silage) in Minnesota 
outranks all crops in dollar value of crop produced. Yields of many 
crops have increased markedly in the past several years. Hay yields, 
however, have virtually remained the same. An "all hay" average 
yield of 2.3 tons per acre and an average alfalfa yield of 2.75 tons 
per acre (with alfalfa representing about two-thirds of the hay acreage) 
attests to the fact that extension work in the area of forage production 
and management is needed. Alfalfa yield goals of 4 to 6 tons per acre 
should be realistic in northern Minnesota using presently known 
production technology. 
The number of beef cows in northwestern Minnesota has nearly 
doubled during the past seven years. Feed for these animals represents 
the highest single production cost. Educational programs in pasture 
and hay production need "beefing" up, 
Corn yields have continued to increase (when weather is favorable) 
because of farmers increased awareness and adoption of various production 
practices, However, production costs continue to move in the same 
direction, and for some farmers at a faster rate than yields increase. 
Therefore, the need for information relative to a combination of 
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production inputs that will maximize the return per product remains 
to be extremely important to the farmer of both large and small 
operational units. 
Soybean yields continue to remain at about the same level, with 
yearly fluctuations occurring as a result of weather differences. The 
gain to be expected from the adoption of certain production practices 
such as row spacing, certified seed, etc. continually needs stressing. 
Lower market prices and competition from other oil sources continually 
put pressure on producers to be aware of the profitability of the 
enterprise as compared to alternatives. 
Grass seed production continues to be important to farmers in the 
northern part of the district. 
Priority Problems or Educational Needs 
An understanding and awareness of the principles of plant growth 
and development and the potential for improved crop production 
efficiency as a result of implementing tested production practices 
continues to be the primary educational need. 
Farmers need information on the potential of the minor crops in 
their area of the state. In addition they need information on the 
adaptation, economics, production practices, marketing and utilization 
of the minor crops. 
Weed control educational programs should continue to provide 
information on proper and safe use of herbicides. There is a need 
to reach the general public with objective informational programs on 
the role of chemicals in food production and the precautions taken to 
assure safe use. 
Weed control in small grains, grass seed and specialty crops is 
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important in this area of the state. Quackgrass, white cockle, night 
flowering catchfly, wild oats, wild buckwheat, wi~d mustard as well 
as Canada thistle and sowthistle are weed problems that need special 
emphasis for control in small grains, specialty crops and seed production 
fields. 
Em~hasis on forage crops, particularly for beef cow-calf producers 
should be increased. 
Recommendations for Program Direction 
The methods employed to fulfill the educational needs previously 
described would continue to include mass media, news releases, 
demonstrations, farmer-dealer meetings, county agent training, 
bulletins, fact sheets, correspondence, etc. To further enhance the 
effectiveness of our efforts, more state specialist time should be 
spent training county agents and area crops and soils agents (discussion 
of research, preparation of visuals, etc.). 
The small grain schools offered in "Open Doors to Learning" should 
be utilized more fully especially for this part of the state where 70% 
of the acreage is devoted to these crops. 
We need to utilize specialty crops schools offered in "Open Doors 
to Learning." Meetings should also be held with other state organiza-
tions such as the Soil Conservation Service since they often work with 
new crops and could contribute significantly to our knowledge on some 
of the new crops. 
Effective demonstration programs for forage production, including 
pasture and hay, should be developed. These should include weed and 
brush control, species and variety adaptation, seedling establishment, 
etc. 
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More educational effort should be made in forage programs for 
livestock farmers. For example, more forage production information 
should be included in the dairy and beef schools. This has been 
available but rarely requested. 
Submitted by Extension Agronomists 
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SOILS 
Frequently the effect of climatic factors and soil physical factors 
(including soil water, soil temperature, soil aeration, and soil strength) 
on crop yield is of predominate importance. This is especially true when 
the nutrient and genetic limitations on yield have been raised to higher 
yield levels. The most feasible ways of modifying the soil physical 
environment include tillage, drainage, irrigation and residue management. 
Educational programs are needed to assist the farmer in matching the 
soil environment required by the crop with that created by tillage or 
other means. Differences in soils, climatic conditions and crops present 
a diversity of conditions which need to be created by tillage. Tillage 
and residue management appear to be the most readily acceptable wind and 
water erosion control practices and can supplement other practices on 
more serious areas of erosion. Methods of using tillage must be adjusted 
to differences in soils and climate to create conditions of surface 
roughness and residue cover which will provide protection from erosion, 
but not decrease crop yield. Irrigation in sandy areas of Minnesota 
require additional soils information, including the available water holding 
capacity and amounts and timing of irrigation and methods of applying N to 
minimize danger of pollution of subsurface water resources. 
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SOIL FERTILITY SITUATION STATEMENT 
Southeast, Southwest, Central, Northwest and Northeast Supervisory Districts 
In general, the technique of computerized recommendations has been very 
successful. Further refinements, ·however, are necessary to handle unique 
problems. Part of the dynamics of computer programming is the opportunity 
to update and improve the computerized recommendations in solving these 
problems. This also necessitates the continuous educational activities in 
updating people. Included are farmers, dealers, as wei I as county Extension 
personnel. It is important that county Extension people maintain a close 
relationship in this updating, since the computer cannot handle alI 
refinements in local situations. The agent plays an important role here. 
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PROJECT III 
Situational Trends in Forestry 
and Their Implication for Areas of Concern 
1. SCOPE OF INDUSTRY 
.,. ... 
Minnesota's forest resources provide full or part-time employment to 
about 50,000 people in the harvesting and processing of timber products. 
Another 58,000 are employed full or part-time in the timber-based 
activities of transportation, construction, marketing, and primary and 
secondatymanufacturing, etc. The resource is especially important in 
the 16 northeastern counties which contain about 80 percent of the total 
forest areas and contribute 90 percent of the value of its forest products. 
In 1968 the estimated value of forest products harvested in the state was 
$342 million. Lumber's importance as the primary product of our forests 
has given way to pulpwood and an array of other products. Presently 
lumber accounts for only $18 million and pulpwood for $300 million out 
of the total value of products harvested. 
According to the Forest Industries Information Committee, timber-based 
activities in Minnesota added over a half billion dollars to the GNP 
in 1968. 
In 1968, 1287 plants located throughout the state were processing logs 
and bolts. Below is a breakdown of these: 
Sawmills 
Large (5MM) 
Medium (lMM to 5MM) 
Small (less than lMM) 
Pulp and Paper Manufacturing 
Veneer plants 
Charcoal plants 
Cooperage mills 
Miscellaneous plants 
LUMBER 
1 
25 
1200 
11 
4 
3 
3 
_.!Q 
1287 
I 1226 
One problem for the future is a rather unpromising outlook for lumber. 
In 1899, U.S. lumber production was 35 billion board feet; in 1968, the 
nation produced 37.1 billion board feet. This, in spite of the fact that 
population more than doubled in this 64 year period. Of the 1968 pro-
duction of 37.1 billion board feet, less than one percent was from 
Minnesota. Lumber production in Minnesota and the Lake States generally 
hit its peak in the 1890-1910 period. It has since declined fairly 
steadily; in Minnesota stabilizing over the past decade at approximately 
160 million board feet. Minnesota's lumber cut in 1968 was 166 million 
board feet. 
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f One reason for the declining production of lumber is stiffer competition 
1 from the West and South. A second is increased use of substitutes in 
building, such as plywood, pressed wood, and metals. Another reason is 
a shortage of growing stock large enough to yield sawlogs, and a fourth 
reason is increased technology that gets the job done with fewer workers. 
A fifth and more recent reason is the reduction of housing starts with 
a decline in lumber production. 
PULP & PAPER 
The pulp and paper industry, on the other hand, is growing in Minnesota 
and is maintaining a rate of growth about egual to the national average 
of 3 percent annually. 
In terms of trends in pulpwood harvest in the Lake States, it is noted 
that Minnesota's pulpwood output in recent years has not followed the 
strong upward trend so evident in Michigan and Wisconsin. In Minnesota 
the 1968 harvest was 1,086,500 cords, about the same as in 1965. How-
ever, the industry in Minnesota has expanded plant facilities, and as a 
result more of the pulpwood cut in the state has been delivered to 
Minnesota mills. 
Paper and board products consumption nationally has jumped from 403 
pounds per person in 1958 to 530 pounds in 1968. An important question 
is whether industry growth in Minnesota will match the demand increase. 
The most rapid growth, completely out-distancing that of Minnesota and 
neighboring states, has been in the South and West. 
OTHER FOREST PRODUCTS 
The combined estimated value of Minnesota's minor forest products was 
24 million dollars in 1968. Minnesota's Christmas tree industry, our 
maple syrup industry, the use of poles, posts, and piling, our matchwood 
and veneer wood markets will remain stable or may experience growth. 
There are opportunities for development and expansion in one or more of 
these commodities which would contribute to the economic welfare of the 
people and the local communities. But markets for fuelwood, cooperage, 
railroad ties, and mining timbers are steadily declining. 
2. KEY TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENTS OVER A PERIOD OF TIME 
a. Undoubtedly the most significant trend in the forest industry within 
the past few years has been the merger of several large local companies 
with nationally oriented industrial complexes (ex. M and 0 Paper 
Company with Boise-Cascade; Northwest Paper Company with Potlatch). 
This alliance to integrated organizations with national and inter-
national markets, diversified forest product lines, corporate 
financing and interlocking administration has many implications for 
the future of the forest industry in Minnesota. 
b. Minnesota's primary forest industri-es will continue to be located 
in northern Minnesota. This is where the bulk of the resource is 
found. As future demands for wood and fiber increase there likely 
will be demands for that forest resource now in young coniferous 
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p:lantattons :in e:aat _central- Minnesota and the naturaL hardwood stands 
~£-southeastern Minnesota. There are presently few large production 
-~~uni~s in operation .in central or southern Minnesota • 
. 
c~ At the·present time, Minnesota is growing more wood on commercial 
1areat land than is being harvested. However, there are questions 
~s-to the amount of excess wood which is economically available to 
the industry. Statements that we are growing 2-1/2 times as much 
wood as we are cutting do not consider this economic availability. 
Studies are underway to· deter!!line where economi-cally available wood 
may sustain plant expansions and/or the establishment of new processing 
facilities. 
a •. Forest land ownership patterns are generally static at the present 
time. Farm woodland ownership in acres is declining but this appears 
:to ·drop into the category of "other small private ownership" and 
the·wooa·is as available as in farmer ownership. In 1960 forest land 
,. -ownership and total wood harvested from each ownership category were 
. as follows: 
Ownership 
_j'_~l!l_&_Mj.sc. Private 
National Forest 
.Other Pub 1 ic 
-Forest Industry 
Acres (million) 
6.8 {40%) 
2.1 (12%) 
7.4 (44%) 
0~7 ( 4%) 
17.0 
Wood Harvested 
44% 
16% 
31% 
9% 
100% 
... This would indicate a fair balance in cut from ownership categories. 
e. 
In previous years the trend has been for the farm and small private 
ownership to be larger proportionately than all other categories. 
This has allowed for greate~_growth over drain in these segments. 
We apparently are reaching somewhat of a balance, which is to be 
desired. 
Considerable concern has been expressednationally and in Minnesota 
as to the restrictions placed on forest land use. These range from 
··the withdrawal of forest land for other incompatible uses, such as 
:highways, transmission lines, urban development, etc., to the single 
:use;·without withdrawal, of forest land for recreation, wilderness 
areas, etc. If restrictions or withdrawals continue, Minnesota may 
no longer have to concern itself with excess wood growth. 
Of significance to this is the long-standing philosophy of foresters 
that maximum wood production per acre of high site forest soil should 
be encouraged of all woodland owners. This is proper forest manage-
m~qt~ ____ This trend is in evidence in the management of our industrial, 
llil_t;l9!l?.l, and forest_lands. The trend is not evident on our farm 
~pd -~~_11 woodland ownerships except where individuals have shown 
initiative, and the trend is quite the reverse on our county tax-
forfeiture lands. 
The forest industries are experiencing some aggravating problems in 
labor supply. There are a number of factors: 
l. Less inclination on the part of young men to tolerate adverse 
~~~Q~kjng Gonditions without commensurate wage increases. 
2. More competition from industries with higher wage scales (ex. 
construction. taconite). 
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):...s:Wi..th increased education and skills, an ability to operate more 
c ~phisticated machinery, thus to have more versatility in 
·::-.~:employment. 
Th~::.£_prest industries are moving to correct this situation, primarily 
throug~_labor-saving equipment and systems. How effective these 
will. be. remains to be seen. Technology in logging operations has 
not progressed at a pace with that in other industrial operations 
due to a complexity of reasons. 
f. The number of sawmdlls in Minnesota has not declined significantly 
but .there has been a considerable change in sawmill ownership. This 
is reflected only in the small sawmills. With the potential of chip 
production for sale to pulp mills, we may expect some increased 
~o~th in sawmill production. Larger sawmills are now realizing 
s.ales. of chips thus increased utilization of the sawlog and higher 
revenue per purchased unit. Increased technology will be the trend 
i:n.our larger mills. Diversification of milled products may also 
be expected. 
g. Minor forest products have growth potentials, but expertise in 
marketing and management are restricting·factors. Minnesota is the 
nation's largest Christmas tree producer. We harvest about one-
eighth of the nation~s Christmas trees. Yet only a few producers 
have implemented this seasonal activity to make it a year-round 
operation. Minnesota has a tremendous potential in maple syrup 
production. In spite of a year-round demand and market, not one of 
our state producers has expanded to capitalize on this situation. 
Obviously there are complexities and unknowns in the two examples 
cited here which have not been examined. Entrepreneurship is the 
main element lacking, however, and the continuing absence of this 
is part of this trend. 
h. Minnesota's predominately small diameter forest resource requires 
efficient processing equipment and adequate chip markets for best 
results. New machines and processes are continually being de-
veloped to process small diameter logs. Minnesota mills will be 
installing more of this type of equipment in future years, but 
chip markets must be developed simultaneously in order to make 
these operations successful. 
i. Minnesota's under-utilized forest resources are attracting increasing 
attention on the part of development groups and the forest industry. 
As forest resources in other parts of the nation become increasingly 
scarce, Minnesota's tallest crop will play a significant role in 
meeting future wood requirements in the upper Midwest. There is a 
need for putting together information packages on specific regional 
areas within Minnesota, to inform our county agents and area staffs 
how to go about conducting feasibility studies in forest products, 
and in general, provide more information on forest products manufacturing 
and mar~eting opportunities in Minnesota. 
3.. IMPLICATIONS FOR EXTENSION 
Thepeint should be made that within the framework of forestry and forest 
products extension we have the complexity of situations and problems 
which in the total of Agricultural Extension are divided into the 
following categories: 
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* Production, Management, and Technology 
. * Utilization and Marketing ~~~: = ~~~ ~f~~so~:fc~.' pe~el~p~en~-- .- ____ ... _ :· =: =- __ 
The impli~atf~ns cited below are in the context of production, management, 
and tec~n?logy~ . . . _ . _ . _ 
a. -There is a continuing need-for program development in proper forest 
_management in all categories of woodland ownership, especially with 
-the small_ woodland owner and county government. 
b ... Qua~ity_of wood continues to be almost as significant a criteria as 
~antity in·most of our forest industries. Increased emphasis on 
~l~n~fng:programs of-high quality growing stock is needed; the proper 
~~election of planting stock to planting site must be insisted upon; 
~g~ading ana harVe~ting techniques to derive quality production are 
;~~~entia~-~n o~r education_pro~r~~~-
c. :-I~~~eas~d--liaison witli. .. forestry research-personnel at the University 
-and-otli.er research centers is-of utmost importance in the rapid ex-
-tension-of this research to the citizen-user and the needs for re-
searc~ from the woods to the laboratory. 
----------------------'---
d. ~lo~e-cooperation i~-essential oetween Extension, industry and other 
-public agencies in identifying major problems and needs of the timber 
~industry. Increased efficiency and safety in wood production is a 
~~eed already recognized and further programming among timber producers 
=w9uld be a logical step. 
e. Continued responsibilities-to specific programs for the small wood-
4 land owner must be recognized and planned for in our extension programs. 
_Windbreak plantings, reforestation for aesthetics, the everyday prob-
--lems-of forest maintenance and protection must all be Extension's 
concern in the future as they have been in the past. 
f. ~Expanded assistance in educational efforts to the producers of minor 
-:-£or~·st--products is essentiaL- Quite· frequently these people have no 
~e-else to turn to but the Extension Service for assistance. In 
the aggregate this segment of our-forest industries is the second 
~la~g~st inco~e producer-in Minnesota, ranking only behind pulp and 
- - - - -
_paper, 
g. It is imperative_ that we develop far-sighted programs to assist in 
-the transfer of technology to the tasks of forest management and 
-timber production. Labor saving machinery and systems is a prerequisite 
for our industries, large and small. Extension has the framework to 
assist industry and the forestry agencies in establishing these programs .. 
- -
h. ~loser orientation and communication with state, area, and county 
ext~nsion personnel is mandatory if we are to effectively discharge 
our-responsibilities. -This same coordination should be further ex-
ten~ed with resource personnel in utilization, marketing, and resource 
·development. 
The following are implications for Extension which relate to programs in 
utilization and marketing of forest products. 
' 
_a. Extension must continue to develop programs of educational assistance 
-:to-the forest products industry. In the past two years, courses in 
hardwood lumber grading and kiln drying have been added to the extension 
program, but courses in softwood grading and saw filing should be 
-considered. 
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b. Minnesota's producers of forest products need additional assistance 
in marketing. They urgently need a revised directory of Minnesota 
wood processors and users. An improved price reporting system should 
also be considered, and an extension specialist position in forest 
products marketing should be funded. 
c. Additional programs in forest products marketing and utilization need 
to be created for the small processor, not only in terms of LmprovLng 
production effLciency but also in terms of business practices and 
management techniques. 
d. Extension should more thoroughly support the "team" appreach to 
solving problems in the forest products industry. We need a coordinated 
effort on the part of all agencies involved when new plant facLlitLes 
are being investigated and information is being sought by an interested 
firm or development group. 
Southeast 
Wood use on the farm 
Dutch elm disease 
Conservation education 
Maple syrup production 
Southwest 
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE IN 
EXTENSION FORESTRY 
Districts* 
Central Northwest 
Wood use on the farm Wood use on the farm Wood use on the farm 
Dutch elm disease Dutch elm disease Dutch elm disease 
Conservation education Conservation education Conservation education 
Northeast 
Wood use on the-farm 
Dutch elm disease 
Conservation education 
Maple syrup production Maple syrup production Maple syrup production 
Shelterbelts Shelterbelts Shelterbelts 
Public affairs--forestry Public affairs--forestry Public affairs--forestry Public affairs--forestry Public affairs~~forestry 
Loggers' Workshop Loggers' Workshop 
Sawmill operators Sawmill operators Sawmill operators Sawmill operators Sawmill operators 
Christmas trees Christmas erees Christmas trees Christmas trees 
Tree planting Tree planting Tree planting Tree planting Tree planting 
For. landowner con£. For. landowner con£. For. landowner con£. 
Forestry field days Forestry field days Forestry field days . Forestry field days 
Lumbermen's S.C.** Lumbermen 1 s S.C.** Lumbermen's S.C.** Lumbermen's S.C.** Lumbermen's S.C.** 
Ind. plant location Ind. plant location Ind. plant location Ind. plant location Ind. plant location 
Dry kiln opr. S.C.** Dry kiln opr. S.C.** Dry kiln opr. S.C.** Dry kiln opr. S.C.** Dry kiln opr. S.C.** 
Lumber grading Lumber grading Lumber grading 
* These are suggested by districts as a generalization only 
** Offered on the St. Paul Campus only. 
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Situational Statement - Horticultural Science 
Northwest District 
Fruit --- Commercial fruit production in this district is limited primarily 
to strawberry and raspberry. Iron chlorosis and its control should be 
emphasized. 
Vegetable and Potatoes --- Potato growers should be kept informed about 
new varieties, herbicides, and vine killers. This is effectively accom-
plished through demonstrations and grower meetings. Growers on the 
Irrigated Sandlands in the Southeast part of the district should be informed 
about varieties and cultural practices best suited to irrigation. 
Nursery production --- Wholesale production of nursery stock is limited in 
the area except that of bedding plants. Emphasis should be placed on retail 
distribution and the promotion of hardy plant material. The maintenance of 
shade trees and the chlorosis problem should be analyzed and corrected. 
Floriculture --- There are several problems in the production of greenhouse 
crops, particularly around population centers of the district. The problems 
relate to nutritional recommendations including the high pH of both soil 
and water. 
Turf --- Commercial sod production is limited in the area, but construction 
of highways and expansion of the urban situation should dictate the expansion 
of sod production. Problems associated with the Bluegrass seed production 
should also be given emphasis. 
Landscape design and maintenance --- Agent training in the art of landscaping 
as well as training on maintenance problems should be given high priority. 
A study of pollution problems relating from causal agents in the atmosphere 
should be undertaken as well. Work in the area of institutional commercial 
landscape should take on motivational activities. 
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PLANT PATHOLOGY 
Program emphasis is determined by several factors: . The importance of the 
crop, the need for improvement in a situation, the characteristics of a crop, 
the availability of known but non-applied information, availability of quali-
fied personnel to do the work, and local desire and cooperation on a project. 
Potato Disease Control 
Northwest District: 
Potatoes fill many of ~he requirements for strong emphasis in disease control. 
Seventy-four percent (-) of the Minnesota potato crop is located on five 
counties of the Red River Valley. 
The diseases of potatoes are related to all four of the following areas of 
potato production: Growers, processors, construction, and equipment manu-
facturers. In regard to the grower, quality seed (disease free), handling 
and planting techniques are important to insure good stands. Poor stands 
usually result as seed-piece decay or seedling blights when attention to the 
above mentioned techniques is lacing. 
Example: (a) Bacterial infected seed. Planted with Picker (picker-
planter) spreads bacteria to other seed pieces. 
(b) Bruising and injuring potatoes going into or coming 
out of storage often starts seed-piece rot situations. 
(c) Late blight is in direct response to diseased seed stock. 
The leaf spot diseases of this crop can be controlled quite readily. However, 
we have a problem with selling such programs because of the various markets 
for which the crop is being grown. The Verticillium wilt disease is fact be-
coming a serious problem. Work is needed (breeding and cultural) to solve 
this problem. The harvesting techniques which involve the grower, processor, 
and equipment manufacturer account for a loss of over 20% of the potato crop. 
The handling and storage of the crop is part of this picture and brings into 
the potato industry the building contractor who is constructing the storage 
units. 
The change of emphasis on the type and use of the potato crop, (processing), 
now demands new knowledge in handling, storage and varieties to prevent 
disease problems from occurring. 
Sugar Beet Leaf Disease Control 
Districts--Northwest, Southwest, Central, and Southeast. 
Cercospora leaf spot severity varies from season to season. When it is severe, 
there is a real need to apply fungicides for control. The problem here is 
for enough people to be able to survey the crop to determine the need for con-
trol and then convince the growers of the beneficial effects of the control 
program. 
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Cereal Leaf Disease Control 
Districts--Northwest, Southwest. 
Leaf diseases are a major cause of reductions in yield and quality of cereal 
grains. Some diseases have been controlled adequately for many years through 
resistant varieties. Other leaf diseases cause leaf loss and significant 
damage every year and for a long time the damage they cause was underestimated 
and accepted as a normal crop hazard. The development of aerial application 
of fungicides at a total cost of five to six dollars per acre for successful 
treatment has given some very good and economical yield increases. This pro-
cedure has been accepted by a large number of growers in the Red River Valley 
and across North Dakota. Many more could benefit from the treatment in those 
areas,and successful field demonstrations were carried out in the Southwest 
District in 1969. Both the aerial operators and the growers need instruction 
on the use of this treatment. Survey of disease development and crop condition 
are both necessary in intelligent judgement of the need for economical fungicide 
application. The development and use of infrared photography may be the key 
needed to predict the need and timing of control measures. 
Soybean Diseases 
Districts--Central, Southeast, Southwest, Northwest. 
Several diseases of soybeans are present every year, but seldom do any of 
them become seriously limiting. The total loss from disease in this crop in 
Minnesota is estimated at about 8-10%. Seed treatment, the use of recommended 
varieties, land selection, and good cultural practices are recommended. This 
information is distributed through various media. 
Alfalfa Diseases 
Districts--Central, Southeast, Southwest, Northeast, Northwest. 
Leaf diseases and stand loss are the most serious diseases of this crop. 
Little can be recommended for control of leaf diseases. Early harvest in 
line with recommendations by the agronomists will reduce losses. There are 
no highly resistant varieties and cultural practices have little effect. 
Fungicide application has not been developed for this crop. Stand loss can 
be reduced by the use of disease resistant varieties and land selection to 
avoid low ground. Many of the new commercial varieties have no resistance 
to bacterial wilt, and all varieties are susceptible to Phytophthora root 
rot. These diseases together with crown rots cause stand reductions. 
Intensive Small Fruit and Vegetable Crops 
Districts--Central, Southeast, Southwest, Northeast, Northwest. 
The growers of these crops may be large commercial, small commercial, or 
home garden growers. There are many of them in all parts of the state and 
their degree of success with these crops varies a great deal. The potential 
return on many of these crops justifies a relatively high investment in a 
total program of growing. University personnel and some private growers have 
demonstrated that high yields of 
years with some of these crops. 
more demonstrations could be run 
Demonstration plots require good 
and qualified personnel. 
Dutch Elm Disease 
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high quality crops can be produced in most 
To the extent that these crops are important, 
and the necessary procedures emphasized. 
facilities and con·stant attention by interested 
Districts--Southeast, Southwest, Central, Northwest." 
This disease has been identified in about 37 counties in Minnesota. The 
number of varified cases in 1969 equalled the total number in all previous 
years since 1961 when the disease was first found. In 1970 we can expect 
another accelerated increase in cases and the addition of more counties to the 
list having positive cases. This disease is costly no matter how it is handled. 
In a period of ten years, it costs about $80 per tree for protection or $80 
per tree for removal if it dies. These costs are estimated and could be higher. 
Trees in wild areas are not protected; only trees in towns and cities can be 
economically protected. Present recommended controls have been successful 
where they have been applied thoroughly; half-way measures are a waste of 
money. We are looking for a new breakthrough in control, but nothing specta-
cular is in sight. The University and the State Department provide information 
on control, but the municipalities make individual decisions and provide funds 
and do the work. 
ENTOMOLOGY 
1. Insect Infestation of Field Crops 
a. Insects comprise a group of important limiting factors to crop pro-
duction in Minnesota. The annual loss from insect infestation may 
reach 20 percent. New knowledge about insects and the development of 
integrated insect management have reduced the threat of severe crop 
losses from some of these insects. The need for improved techniques 
for managing current insect populations as well as newly introduced 
species is essential, particularly with the greater legal restrictions 
on chemical control practices. 
2. Insect Infestation of Post-Harvest Crops 
a. Losses to stored grains and cereal products in the United States, 
including the cost of prevention and control, approaches 1 billion 
dollars annually. Discussions on the increasing world population 
and the consequent increased food requirements focus almost all the 
attention on food production and little on food conservation. In 
addition, the importance of stored-product entomology has not been 
fully appreciated because the damage is of an insidious nature. Neither 
has the association between stored-product insects and pathogenic micro-
organisms or mycotoxins been investigated properly. Such contaminants 
become more important with the expanded use of "convenience foods" to 
feed our growing human population. 
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3. Proper Use of Pesticides 
a. The use of chemical pesticides presents some problems and places 
great responsibilities on those who use, recommend or sell them. 
Only through educational programs can people be made aware of these 
responsibilities. 
4. Pest Control Problems for Homeowners 
a. As more people move to the suburbs, they have more time for 
gardening and landscaping. During this time they frequently encounter 
problems associated with household, garden or lawn insects and they 
need assistance in solving them. 
5. Youth Projects 
a. We must rely on the younger generations to provide the expertise 
needed to continue and expand all phases of the biological sciences. 
Entomologists have been negligent in bringing their profession to 
the attention of our youth. Consequently we find challenging 
entomological positions in teaching, research, and extension going 
unfilled. 
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DaiEY_ 
Northwest District 
s:ITUATION: Tot a 1 dairy cows in Minnesota reache.9 a peak of 1. 7 mi 11 ion 
in 1943. There has been a reduction nearly every year since then. By 
January 1, 1970, dairy cow numbers in Minnesota may be below one million 
for the first time in over 60 years. Dairy herds have decreased from 
165,000 to 4.6,000 during the past 25 years. Average milk production per 
cow has increased from 4,600 lbs. to 9,710 lbs. during this time so 
total milk production of just over 10 billion pounds is greater than a 
quarter of a century ago. During the past year, Minnesota slipped into 
third place in milk production below Wisconsin and New York. Minnesota 
leads all states in butter and dry milk production. 80% of the milk 
production of Minnesota is marketed outside the state mainly as butter, 
milk powder and cheese. These products must meet the quality standards 
of the states where sold. 18.6% of all dairy co~vs in Mjnnesota are 
enrolled in the DHI program. This compares with 3.0% in 1950, the first 
time it reach~d this percentage. In 1968, cows tested in the DHI program 
averaged 12,717 lbs. of milk or 36% greater than the cows not on test with 
an average of 9,030 lbs. The net annual returns for labor per cow was 
$198 or $103 greater for the average DHI cow tested than those not tested. 
There has been a great decrease in milk cows and increase in beef cmvs in 
northern and western Minnesota, the mainten<mce of dairy cow numbers above 
state average in an area extending fromthe S.E. corner of the state to 
Becker County and the decrease in both dairy and beef cows in several south 
central counties where corn and soybeans have taken over as a cash crop. In 
1959, every county in Minnesota had more dairy co~vs than beef cows but by 
1969, T-5 counties had more beef than dairy cows. 
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These trends will undoubtedly continue with over 80% of the dairy cows 
concentrated in about 30 counties from S.E. Minnesota to Detroit Lakes 
by 1975. 
Taking the five supervising districts, the following situation exists 
and the following suggestions are made regarding extension programs. All 
the offered programs will fit each district though the approach in pre-
senting the programs may differ. 
N.W. District 
Dairying is giving way to cash crops and beef cow expansion in all but 
Ottertail, Wadena and Todd counties. It will continue to decrease as 
dairy herds become more scattered, cost of assembling milk greater, and 
fewer markets available in the area. Only efficient dairymen will con-
tinue because of available alternative agricultural enterprises that are more 
inviting. Dairy extension programs must be conducted on a multi-county 
basis in these counties. Ottertail, Wadena and Todd counties will remain 
in the main dairy area for some time. Good markets are available, competi-
tion from alternatives is less and soil is less fertile. Extension work 
will be on both a county and multi-county basis. Special emphasis should 
be given to expanding the DHI program in these three counties. 
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Why The Changes In The Dairy .Programs Offered 
Those Not Changed -
These are relatively new, are in fields that need much attention at 
present to get caught up in presenting new knowledge available on the 
subjects. Will serve as now developed for coming two years or more. 
Those Being Modified -
Dairy Farm Tours - Some suggestions are made to make these more effective 
as a teaching method. 
Dairy Forum Series - Organized on specific subjects so as to recruit 
personnel more efficiently to cover ,the subject well. Also, provides 
alternatives for agent to select the topic desired. 
Dairy Seminar Series - These have served a purpose well for past eight 
years. It is felt a different appr~ach now wi11 be more effective so 
the former dairy seminars are not being offered this year. 
Professional Improvement Dairy Seminars - These never caught on because 
they were never really developed lo~ally or they didn't have appeal as 
outlined. So seven specific subjects are suggested with the thought each 
will appeal to a specific group. These will not be effective unless the 
county agent contacts and enrolls interested people in them. 
Those Being Added -
Dairy Cattle Nutrition and Feeding Schools - This is pulled out of the 
dairy seminar series and expanded to answer present feeding questions 
as well as presenting basic background information. 
Dairy Management Planning - One of the real questions of present dairy 
farmers is "Where do I go from here and how?" Should I go out of 
dairying, stay ~here I am or expand? What are the industry trends 
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that I should consider in deciding? How can I best use available 
capitol and credit? What type of housing and equipment will best 
meet my n·eeds and at what cost? How to fit these matters into 
availability and use of capitol? How do these fit other alternatives 
and possible returns on investments available to me? Am I a good 
enough dairyman to consider expanding? 
This program is designed to help the dairymen in analyzing his situation 
so as to arrive at a better answer to these questions. Costs are 
so great that all possible mistakes should be avoided. 
The Future of Dairying - This is designed to present as complete a 
picture on the future of dairying as possible. As the contents specify, 
this covers several areas that affect the future of dairying as a business. 
This program will fit in well with the Dairy Management Planning Program 
listed above. Some counties may wish to schedule both of these on 
successive weeks. 
Calf and Youngstock Management ~ This covers all phases of calf raising 
and leads into feeding and management of replacement females in the 
-
dairy herd and especially on how to best utilize male calves of the 
dairy breeds. Should they be sold at birth, raised as veal, raised 
and sold as feeders, or fed out as finished steers. What are the costs 
and returns from each alternative? What facilities are needed? A 
complete analysis so the individual dairyman can decide what is best 
for his individual ~arm circumstance. 
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,.A. Dairy Cow Population 1969 - % of 1959 
State Average 81% 
Northwest District 
EXTENSION SERVICE SUPER VISOR.Y DISTRICTS 
52 73 
Northeast District 
61 
""4RSHALt.. 44 
I'OOCHICHIHC 
61 
POLl( 57 
74 78 
NORHAH 
ITASCA 
60. 74 
·•o j CASS 
66 
79 70 69 
89 
90 
92 
' 73 94 
GlfAHT DOVGLAS 
58 98 
POP( 
75 
SWI~T 
89 85 Central District 
71 
69 
99 80 
LINCOLN LYON IIICI 
94 95 80 69 84 84 83 82 
STULl DODGI OtHHIO 
tvtHONA 
PIP(JTONI MURR.IV cor ro.•oo~'JOD k·A '0NrfiiAN BIU( IAiffH WAStCA 
45 84 68 74 63 75 79 85 
rJ.Rt/IIIVLT nlfCIIO~N HOW( It ~Ill HOIU ROCK HOIIIU .,).1(t(.f0N M.ACrtN 
Southwest District 
Southeast District 
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Cows and Heifers Two Years and Over 
Percentages - Those Kept for Milk as of Total 
State Average 68% 
Northwest District 
EXTENSION SERVICE SUPER VISOR Y DISTRICTS 
29 47 
KITTSON ROSEAU Northeast District 
LA If( 
45 Otr TNE WOODS 
24 
HARSHALL 
49 
KOOCHICHING 
47 33 42 
POLK 39 
48 58 
NOIIHAN 
ITASCA 
40 66 HU88AQO CASS 
ClAY 
77 61 78 
CARLTON 
74 
76 
63 85 
GIIANT DOUGLAS 
48 66 
POP( 
50 
52 77 Central District 
51 48 62 
LINCOLN L>'ON RIC£ 
45 57 60 52 82 91 87 67 
STU(( DOOCf OLHST£0 hiiHONA lltP(STONE HUIJRAY corro.,.,ool' MIA"('Ntii/AN PlUf (AQTU k!A~(CA 
44 57 43 68 63 80 61 49 53 
triiUBOI>N ,.,OW£tl fl'llLNOI>t ROC If N08((S .,JACttS""JN ,..,AortN T'~tl'fl~tJc.r 
Southwest District Southeast 
District 
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BEEF CATTLE (Northeast, Northwest, Central Districts) 
Situation. 
Beef cattle feeding continues to increase in Minn~sota. There are considerable 
resources for continued expansion in cattle feeding, particularly in the southern 
one-half of the state. About 585,000 head of cattle were on feed on January 1, 
with about 1,900,000 head slaughtered this past year. Most of these cattle are 
fed in the southern part of the state, however, there are trends toward increased 
cattle grazing in the northern part of the state. 
Beef cow numbers have expanded in all areas of the state except the far northeast 
area. (See attached sheet on Cattle Placed on Feed, Beef Cows and Heifers on Farms, 
and Cow Population Other than Dairy). Beef cow numbers increased to 518,000. 
Eighty percent of these herds are commercial while the rest are purebreds. Beef 
cow herds fit the feed and labor supply in most areas, particularly the central 
and northern part of the state. Many farm residents who work off-the-farm can 
supplement their income and utilize more of their resources with a beef enterprise. 
Objectives of Cattle Feeding. 
To provide cattle feeders with current information on: 
1. Feed-lot rations, feeding regimes, and pasture grazing. 
2. Proper balancing of feed rations. 
3. Protein and mineral supplementation. 
4. Use of feed additives. 
5. Feed-lot and pasture management. 
6. Feed-lot, pasture health program. 
7. Economic considerations and outlook. 
8. Proper selection of profitable meaty cattle. 
9. Proper marketing at desired weight. 
Plan of Action. 
1. An in-depth series of meetings will be held in various multi-county 
areas. This series will take 3-5 days or nights, dependent on the 
clientele requests. 
2. Single county beef feed-lot nutrition management meetings will deal with 
specific problem areas. 
3. Beef feed-lot tours with a one-half day formal meeting will be used to 
demonstrate successful operations and technology. 
4. Beef feed-lot forums. A group of specialists will present current 
research findings in a brief stimulating presentation to precipitate 
questions from the audience. The forum will primarily be an on-the-
spot problem solving function. 
5. Area and branch experiment station days. Research findings on beef 
cattle feeding will be presented at various stations and area locations. 
6. Disseminate information through circular letters, news releases, radio, 
correspondence and consultations. 
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B~EF CATTLE (Northeast, Northwest, Central Districts) 
Objectives of Beef Cow Herds. 
To provide beef cow producers with current information on: 
1. Basic nutritional requirements of the beef cow and developing calf. 
2. Application of these principles through practical ration formulation 
with proper protein, vitamin, mineral, and energy balance. 
3. Feeder cattle production through proper breeding, feeding, marketing 
systems. 
4. Building and feeding facilities. 
5. Economic considerations. 
6. Herd health programs. 
Plan of Action. 
1. An in-depth series conducted over a 3-4 day period will be held in a 
multi-county area. 
2. Single cow beef cow management meetings will deal primarily with 
specific problem areas. 
3. Beef cow pasture tours will demonstrate proper management, breeding 
and nutrition practices. 
4. Feeder cattle auctions will be used to demonstrate difference in 
beef calf value and alternatives in marketing. 
Objectives of Beef Cattle Performance Testing. 
To provide an on-the-farm beef cattle performance testing program which will: 
1. Realize greater profit from their beef cow herds. 
2. Give a systematic measurement of difference among animals in traits 
of economic value. 
3. Record these differences in a permanent records. 
4. Help the breeder select and cull individuals on genetic merit. 
Plan of Action. 
1. Individual breeders will be encouraged to continue to collect records 
on their herds through the aid of the state specialist, county agents 
or other officials designated by the Minnesota Beef Cattle Improvement 
Association. 
2. Multi-county, or single county meetings. 
3. Area and county weighing, grading and identification demonstrations. 
4. Cooperate with state beef organizations to sponsor state beef field 
days. 
c. 
Northwest District 
267 467 
,..,, rsoN ROSEAU 
283 
MAl/SHALL 
248 
208 
POt I( 
177 271 
HOliMAN 
159 283 
BECK£11 
CLAY 
198 
118 153 
GRANT DOUGLAS 
122 176 
POPE 
134 
SW!Fr 
150 
174 
tiNCOLN LYON 
226 172 
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Gow Population other Than Dairy 
1969 - % of 1959 
State'Average 166% 
EXTENSION SERVICE SUJ:'ER VISOR Y DISTRICTS 
Northeast District 
325 
1(00CHICHINC 
347 
305 I rASCA 
CASS 
250 379 313 
279 
204 Central District 
I/ let 
86 90 65 71 118 137 
P/P{STONE MUPflA'r" COTTONWOOD WATONWAN EILU( /AQTJ..I OIA~ECA STULl OOOC£ OVIST£0 
162 139 132 88 71 102 132 174 
1/0CK tv08((S .JAC/IfSOAI HARrtN f'ARifii1ULT FP££80PN #OIVCR FILL NOQE 
Southwest District Southeast District 
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SHEEP (Statewide) 
Situation 
The sheep population continued a downward trend and are at the lowest level 
since January 1927. The number of sheep and lambs on feed January 1 was 12 
percent less, while stock sheep inventory was down 14 percent. Ewes, one-
year-old and over, and ewe lambs under one-year-old were down 14 percent 
since a year ago. (See attached sheet Stock Sheep on Farms.) Along with 
fewer flock owners, it is apparent that care and management of Minnesota 
flocks has improved, however, much imrovement must still be made. 
Objectives of Sheep Programs. 
To teach the principles of breeding, selection, nutrition and management 
practices for the improvement of lamb production and realize a greater 
profit for farm flock and farm sheep feeding regimes. 
. 
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(The State) 
Situation. 
The distribution of hogs in Minnesota is illustrated on the accompanying map, 
showing "Sows Farrowed". For many years Minnesota has produced about six million 
hogs annually. This level of production will likely continue. Certainly feed 
and other imputs are available for expansion if the present profit potential 
continues. 
There is a rapid and continuing decline in number of producers. A survey of 
swine short course participants in 1967 showed that 35 percent of these 
farmers produced 500 or more hogs annually; 9 percent produced more than 1100 
hogs. Even then these statistics do not apply to all hog producers in Minn. 
They do indicate the trend to fewer, but larger units. These specialized 
producers keep up-to-date on both popular and scientific or semi-scientific 
publications. This widespread information often raises additional questions 
or developes a need for help in evaluating the information and putting it to 
use. Often such producers want answers to very specific questions and solutions 
to specific problems. At times individual consultation would appear to be 
needed. 
We still have concern for the smaller producers. The problem is how to reach 
them with information that could help them. Certainly rather elemental principles 
on breeding, feeding, management, etc., are needed. How can these producers be 
made to realize their need and be stimulated to do something about it? 
Some general plans or programs that might generally apply for Minnesota follows: 
Problems and Interests. 
The most common questions or items of interest seem to be about as follows (in 
approximate order of amount of in~erest). 
1. Buildings, equipment, feed storage and handling. 
a. planning and construction. 
b. economics. 
2. Disease control and herd health. 
3. Management. 
a. general overall planning. 
b. general herd management (especially the breeding herd). 
4. Nutrition, feeds, feeding (including new feeds, methods of and affect of 
processing, etc.) 
5. Carcass evaluation and information. 
6. Breeding (genetics and breeding programs). 
7. Marketing. 
Various types of programs or procedures might help answer or solve these. 
Programs. 
1. ln_d~!h_s~O£t_C£U£S~s, preferably milti-county, may still be held. 
These would be 2 to 4 day programs. Such programs probably are of 
less interest than formerly. 
2. Qn~-~ay Rr£g£a~s in breadth, rather than depth, such as the Experiment 
Station Days. These help keep producers up to date on latest research 
and information, but probably do not provide all that is desired on 
"action programs". 
- 45 
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(The State) 
3. ~win~ io£u~s_O£ ~e~i~a£s; these have potential and might help replace the 
short courses; they can be made quite specific to meet needs. For 
example one year one might have a one-day forum on diseases and management 
as related to disease control. The next year's forum might be devoted 
to buildings, equipment and perhaps economics of various systems. Other 
examples could be used. Of course more than one, one-day forums could 
be conducted in a year. Over a period of three or four years most 
topics might be fairly well covered. 
One advantage of these forums is the lack of formality. Producers can 
have a chance to ask questions. Also on some topics, such as management, 
the producers themselves can be "instructors' through the discussions; 
they have a great deal of knowledge that they can share. 
4. Qe~e£al ~e~tin~s_a~d_eye~t~; occasionally something on swine production 
can be, and often is, included in more general community events such as 
crop-shows, barrow shows, etc. These do not permit much educational 
depth or breadth, but often are means of reaching farmers and others 
that would not attend a specialized meeting. 
5. !o~r~; these are discouraged because of disease and other problems. The 
information often has to be too general and too short. 
6. ~a~s~m~dia~ T.V., radio, news articles, circular letters, etc., could be 
utilized far more than they have been. 
7. £o~s~l!a!i£n_a~d_p~r~o~al ~s~i~t~n£e; there still seems to be a big 
demand for assistance on specific questions and individual planning. 
The specialized producers probably wish more of this than even smaller 
producers. Perhaps more specialized, detailed publications would help. 
Specialist help probably probably can't be available for most such 
assistance; area livestock agents will probably fill some of the need. 
In the future more consultants will probably be available for a fee. 
SWINE 
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(Northeast and Northwest Districts) 
Except for the Red River Valley and some other areas much of the production is, 
of course, feeder pigs. 
Because the swine producers are less concentrated, problems are often encountered 
in assembling enough producers in one location to justify use of as many staff 
as might be desired. On the othe~ hand each individual producer is just as 
important and just as entitled to help as those in other areas. 
Forums or short courses should still be considered, however.. In some cases the 
appropriate specialists might conduct part or all of one forum or short course 
in a general geographic area. The county agents then might use material and ideas 
obtained at these sessions, to supplement their own knowledge and materials to 
conduct similar sessions at the local or county level. 
Some feeder pig producers still have poor quality pigs. Breeding programs seem 
to need emphasis along with ideas and assistance in obtaining desirable boars. 
Programs centered around breeding management and other management to obtain, and 
keep~ large litters of big pigs might be given a high priority. 
The optimum use of feeds common to the area, such as barley and oats, should be 
stressed in our educational programs. This should include relative costs of these 
and other feeds. Preparation and supplementation of feeds such as barley and oats 
needs consideration in educational programs. 
These are, of course, only a few of the items of interest and educational methods. 
Discussions between county agents and specialists should be encouraged so that 
specialists can provide as much assistance as possible in helping the agents 
develope or supplement desirable programs. 
MEAT 
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(State wide) 
Situation. 
A limited meats program has been conducted over the past years. These programs 
have been in conjunction with the existing programs to emphasize the desired 
end-product. Since the end-product of all meat animal production programs is 
the production of a nutritious, wholesome, high quality end product, we need 
to continue this emphasis as well as presenting to the consuming public the 
changes in, and the merit of, quality meat products. 
Objectives. 
To teach the changes in carcass composition and quality, and to show how these 
changes influence consumer acceptance. Assist producers in selection of high 
quality meaty breeding stock thr~ugh carcass evaluation. Increase consumer 
knowledge of meat quality and its influence on nutrient value and palatability 
characteristics. 
Plan of Action. 
1. One-day beef, pork or lamb consumer seminars including topics such as: 
a. meat quality and composition discussed by representatives from 
meat processing, retailer, nutritionist, producer and researcher. 
b. market concepts for recognizing meat quality. 
c. production factors which influence meat quality. 
d. producers responsibility in the production, promotion and sale 
of meatier meat. 
e. knowing wholesale and retail cuts. 
f. meat preparation and cookery. 
g. economic and nutritional consideration in selecting meat cuts. 
h. grading and value difference potential. 
2. General events. 
General community events such as carcass contest shows, locker plant 
exhibits and shows, etc., do allow some means of presenting educational 
materials. These events are usually sponsored by an organized group 
and may act as a vehicle to reach some producers and consumers which 
may not attend a more structured program. These types of shows should 
h~ve some type of formal presentation explaining a phase of quality 
meat production. 
3. Mass media; T.V., radio, telelectures, news articles, should be 
utilized to a greater extent. 
Situation 
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Poultry 
Statewide 
Minnesota is facing increased competition clue to expansion of egg production 
in other areas. Production is still somewhat cyclic and a wide variance jn 
egg prices results. In order to remain competitive the Minnesota industry 
must strive to gain greater production and marketing efficiences and 
improve product quality in order to maximize returns. Problems have no 
district orientation, but must be met on the basis of the needs of the 
industry in a specific location. 
1. Improvement in product quality. 
2. Disease control and prevention programs. 
3. Proper environme~tal control and rearing arrangements. 
4. Emerging problems in waste disposal. 
5. Economic assembly for marketing. 
Pro~am Direction and Methods 
1. Timely articles in Poultry Patter newsletter. 
2. More complete series of Fact Sheets. 
3. Work with ·producers and allied industry personnel individually and 
in meetings to improve egg quality and increase production and 
marketing efficiences. 
4. Cooperate with trade associations and government agencies in their 
programs to' improve poultry production and product quality. 
Submitted by Melvin L. Hamre 
Minnesota is the leading state 
percent of the national crop. 
its leadership but the growers 
technology available to them. 
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Turkeys 
Statewide 
in turkey production, raising about 15 
Minnesota is in a good position to maintain 
and related industry must utilize the 
The production of turkey is still very seasoned, with peak poult production 
in March, April, May and June, with the heaviest processing coming S~ptember, 
October and November. Turkey is still a holiday meat. But as further 
processing develops there will be a need for fresh, large-type turkeys 
the year-round. Thjs will force year-round production of large-type 
turkeys, as well as the fryer-roaster. Confinement rearing of large toms 
in insulated buildings will be stimulated during the winter months. 
Associated with this will be new disease problems, different nutritional 
requirements, and grade problems requiring changes in management practices. 
Submitted by Robert W. Berg 
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PRIORITY PROBDEMS OR EDUCATIONAL NEEDS 
1. There is a need for better distribution of p~6duction of large 
turkeys because of the need for fresh turkeys for further 
processing. 
2. Cholera and leg w~akness have been on the increase. 
3. Damp weather has created moldy feed grajn which needs to be 
salvaged. 
4. There is an increasing interest in contracts and kind of 
contracts available to the turkey grower. 
5. Make the consuming public aware of the various turkey products 
that are available and how they can be used. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROGRAM DIRECTION OR METHOD 
1. Workshop at the Minnesota Turkey Convention. 
2. Area turkey meelings. 
3. Display of turkey products at the Mjnnesota State Fair in 
cooperation with the industry. 
4. Monthly articles in Gobbles Magazine and Turkey World. 
5. Farm and industry visits and office calls. 
